[1] We have revisited the problem of mapping depth to the Curie temperature isotherm from magnetic anomalies in an attempt to provide a measure of crustal temperatures in the western United States. Such methods are based on the estimation of the depth to the bottom of magnetic sources, which is assumed to correspond to the temperature at which rocks lose their spontaneous magnetization. In this study, we test and apply a method based on the spectral analysis of magnetic anomalies. Early spectral analysis methods assumed that crustal magnetization is a completely uncorrelated function of position. Our method incorporates a more realistic representation where magnetization has a fractal distribution defined by three independent parameters: the depths to the top and bottom of magnetic sources and a fractal parameter related to the geology. The predictions of this model are compatible with radial power spectra obtained from aeromagnetic data in the western United States. Model parameters are mapped by estimating their value within a sliding window swept over the study area. The method works well on synthetic data sets when one of the three parameters is specified in advance. The application of this method to western United States magnetic compilations, assuming a constant fractal parameter, allowed us to detect robust long-wavelength variations in the depth to the bottom of magnetic sources. Depending on the geologic and geophysical context, these features may result from variations in depth to the Curie temperature isotherm, depth to the mantle, depth to the base of volcanic rocks, or geologic settings that affect the value of the fractal parameter. Depth to the bottom of magnetic sources shows several features correlated with prominent heat flow anomalies. It also shows some features absent in the map of heat flow. Independent geophysical and geologic data sets are examined to determine their origin, thereby providing new insights on the thermal and geologic crustal structure of the western United States.
Introduction
[2] The western United States, and in particular the Great Basin, is unique in its magmatic and tectonic history, having been affected by Basin and Range extension, Yellowstone hot spot magmatism, and a protracted history of subduction beneath the North American Plate. Great Basin heat flow is distinguished from surrounding areas (Figure 1 ). This highly extended area is characterized by high heat flow that contrasts with the prominent low heat flow observed over the adjacent Great Valley, Colorado Plateau, and Wyoming Basin (Figure 1 ). It also is distinct from very high heat flow regions over relatively young volcanic areas, notably the Cascade arc, a product of subduction of the Juan de Fuca Plate and the Snake River Plain, which marks the track of the Yellowstone hot spot. Spatial variations of heat flow also can be distinguished within the Great Basin. Sass et al. [1971] recognized two main features, the Battle Mountain High and the Eureka Low heat flow areas. Recent heat flow maps (Figure 1 ) [Blackwell and Richards, 2004] also display these features, albeit with slightly different shapes.
[3] However, heat flow in part of the western United States is still poorly constrained, due in part to the sparse and uneven distribution of data. Moreover, because of the high density of faults and the juxtaposition of basins and ranges in the Great Basin, many areas in this region are either affected by groundwater circulation or display strong contrasts in thermal conductivity that may render heat flow measurements unsuitable for characterizing trends in lower crustal heat flow [e.g., Blackwell, 1983] . Whereas the Battle Mountain High is believed to reflect true conductive heat flow variations possibly due to higher extension rates over this area [Lachenbruch, 1978] , the Eureka Low is likely caused by regional hydrologic effects [e.g., Sass et al., 1971; Lachenbruch and Sass, 1977] . Estimating heat flow in the Snake River Plain is also difficult because the region is marked by strong conductivity contrasts at the edges of the volcanic plain and an aquifer covers its eastern branch [e.g., Blackwell, 1989] . Independent estimates of crustal temperature would be helpful in assessing western United States heat flow and would aid understanding of the thermal history of the region, related to, for example, the initiation and early track of the Yellowstone hot spot, the extent of ancestral Cascade arc volcanism, the influence of Basin and Range extension in the Great Basin, and volcanism associated with a remnant Farallon slab.
[4] Several methods have been proposed to provide an independent assessment of crustal temperatures from magnetic anomalies. Such methods typically assume that the depth extent of crustal magnetic sources corresponds to the Curie temperature, the temperature at which rocks lose their spontaneous magnetization (e.g., $580°C for magnetite). These methods usually operate in the Fourier domain by analyzing the shape of the power spectrum calculated from aeromagnetic anomalies [e.g., Spector and Grant, 1970] , and they critically depend on assumptions about the distribution of crustal magnetization [Fedi et al., 1997; Ravat et al., 2007] . Early methods assumed that crustal magnetization is a completely random function of position characterized by a flat power density spectrum [e.g., Connard et al., 1983; Blakely, 1988; Tanaka et al., 1999; Ross et al., 2006] . However, other studies have suggested that crustal magnetization more closely follows fractal behavior [e.g., Pilkington et al., 1994; Dimri, 1995, 1996; Lovejoy et al., 2001; Pecknold et al., 2001; Gettings, 2005] . The method used in the present study is derived from a method initially developed by Maus et al. [1997] that incorporates a model of fractal random magnetization, thus providing a more realistic representation for crustal magnetization. The power spectrum of magnetization is assumed to be proportional to the wave number raised to a power Àb. The radial average of the power spectrum (referred to as ''radial power spectrum'' in this paper), as derived by Maus et al. [1997] , is complex but in fact depends on only three independent Figure 1 . Map of the heat flow in the western United States, modified from Blackwell and Richards [2004] . Heat flow data are located by black dots. Also represented are physiographic provinces (blue outlines; modified from Fenneman and Johnson [1946] ), the limit of the Great Basin (black outline), the Battle Mountain High heat flow area (thick maroon outline), and the Eureka Low heat flow area (thick blue outline) as defined by Sass et al. [1994] . The red square outlines our study area.
parameters: the depths to the top and bottom of the magnetic source layer and the fractal exponent b. We show that the theoretical expression of Maus et al. [1997] that includes an integral term can be resolved analytically. Model parameters are estimated by fitting this theoretical curve to the calculated radial power spectrum obtained from the magnetic anomaly map. We first tested this methodology on synthetic aeromagnetic data and then applied it to newly released aeromagnetic compilations for Nevada [Kucks et al., 2006] and the western United States [North American Magnetic Anomaly Group (NAMAG), 2002] . In our application, the magnetic anomaly map is broken into overlapping windows. Each window is analyzed for a single depth, thereby providing a regional-scale view of the depth to the bottom of magnetic sources across the entire magnetic anomaly map.
Data
[5] Deep magnetic sources mainly affect the longer wavelengths of the crustal magnetic field. Thus, estimation of the depth to the bottom of magnetic sources requires magnetic anomaly data covering very broad areas. No single aeromagnetic survey covers the entire western United States and we are restricted to using compilations derived from numerous regional surveys. In this study, we use two such compilations: the magnetic anomaly map of North America [NAMAG, 2002] and the state map of Nevada [Kucks et al., 2006] . The Nevada compilation includes several newer surveys and has been gridded at a finer interval than the North America compilation (0.5 km for Nevada and 1 km for North America). These two grids consist of total field anomalies obtained after removal of the intensity of the main magnetic field. They were compiled from surveys that were upward or downward continued to the same elevation of 305 m above the ground. Because these compilations include many different aeromagnetic surveys characterized by different specifications, such as flight elevation, flight line spacing, and IGRF model, they may display artifacts, such as offsets or changes in spectral content across the survey boundaries. It is essential to consider these factors when analyzing and interpreting the data.
[6] To limit long-wavelength artifacts due to offsets between individual surveys, lithospheric magnetic models from CHAMP satellite data were also used in these compilations. In particular, individual surveys in the Nevada compilation were adjusted by adding or removing a constant to fit the magnetic field predicted at flight elevation by model MF4x [Lesur and Maus, 2006] . A simpler approach was used for the North America compilation, where long wavelengths (above 500 km) were removed from the initial merged grid and replaced by the magnetic field predicted by model MF1 [Maus et al., 2002] . In our study, this later correction in the North America compilation has little effect since we estimated power spectra over computational windows with a maximum size of 300 km. Power spectra obtained from initial and corrected grids display minor differences that do not affect our results. For this reason, we simply used the initial merged grid obtained for the North America compilation that does not include a satellite data correction for the long wavelengths. Also, since short wavelengths (below $500 km) are poorly constrained by satellite data, correction or adjustment of aeromagnetic data with satellite data are likely not perfect. As a consequence, wavelengths larger than the size of individual surveys (about 200 km) are relatively poorly constrained in these compilations.
Methodology

Assumptions
[7] We estimate the depth to the bottom of magnetic sources by analyzing the Fourier spectrum of total field magnetic anomalies while assuming a model of fractal random crustal magnetization, as proposed by Maus et al. [1997] . Anomalies are assumed to be measured on a horizontal plane at an elevation z t above magnetic sources. Magnetic sources are assumed to reside within a horizontal slab of thickness Dz, with magnetization oriented parallel or antiparallel to the geomagnetic field. Magnetization is assumed to be a random function of position (x, y, z), with a power spectrum proportional to the norm of the wave number raised to power Àb:
where
is the wave number, and k = jkj = 2p/l is its norm, where l is the wavelength. The fractal parameter b, which is the slope of the power spectrum in a log-log scale, is related to the geology and thus might vary geographically depending on rock types or geologic structures. With these assumptions, the magnetic sources can be fully described by three unknowns: the depth to the top of magnetic sources z t , the thickness of magnetic sources Dz, and the fractal parameter b.
[8] To solve this problem, Maus et al. [1997] proposed computing the radial average of the logarithm of the power spectrum of magnetic anomalies, instead of the logarithm of the radial average commonly adopted by previous studies:
where F B1D (k H ) and F B2D (k x , k y ) are the radial power spectrum and the 2-D power spectrum of magnetic anomalies, respectively,k H = (k x , k y ) is the wave number in the horizontal plane, k H = jk H j is its norm, and q is its angle with respect to k x . This definition leads to an analytic expression for the radial power spectrum, with a shape that depends only on the three unknowns, z t , Dz, and b [Maus et al., 1997] :
where C is a constant. The orientation of the geomagnetic field appears only in the constant C [Maus et al., 1997] . Thus, the shape of the radial power spectrum is independent of the direction of the geomagnetic field. We show in Appendix A that the integral in expression (3) can be resolved analytically, which leads to the following expression:
where G(u) is the gamma function and K a (u) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind.
[9] The final term in brackets in equation (4) vanishes as Dz becomes large, so that the radial power spectrum for a half-space of magnetic sources is given by [Maus and Dimri, 1995] 
Thus, the effect of finite Dz is contained entirely in the final bracketed term of equation (4). This term, which depends on Dz and b, significantly influences the shape of the radial power spectrum at low wave numbers (Figure 2b ). The radial power spectrum of a finite layer is similar to those of a half-space at high wave numbers, but diverges from this curve at low wave numbers. This divergence occurs at lower wave numbers, as the layer thickness increases. This reveals that the deeper the bottom of magnetic sources, the larger the window will need to be in order to recover low wave numbers in the radial power spectrum and to accurately estimate the depth to the bottom of magnetic sources. In contrast, the depth to the top of magnetic sources z t influences the slope of the radial power spectrum at high wave numbers (Figure 2a) . Specifically, the slope of the spectrum at high wave numbers increases with increasing z t . Finally, the fractal parameter b influences the general shape of the radial power spectrum over the whole range of wave numbers. The radial power spectrum displays a peak for small b ( 2) but not for large b (!3) ( Figure 2c ). As b increases, the slope of the radial power spectrum at high Figure 2 . Theoretical radial power spectra (black curves) of magnetic anomalies F B1D (k H ) defined by expression (4) and predicted for different values of the (a) depth to the top z t , (b) thickness Dz, and (c) fractal parameter b of magnetic sources. Values of the two other fixed parameters are z t = 1 km, Dz = 20 km, b = 3. The horizontal scale has been set to a logarithmic scale in order to highlight the longwavelength part of the power spectrum. The plot on the top right corner of Figure 2c shows the shape of theoretical radial power spectra for a linear horizontal scale. The red curve in Figure 2b is the theoretical radial power spectrum predicted for a half-space as defined by expression (5). The red curve in Figure 2c is the theoretical radial power spectrum defined by expression (9) and used by early studies [e.g., Connard et al., 1983; Okubo et al., 1985; Blakely, 1988; Tanaka et al., 1999; Ross et al., 2006] .
wave numbers increases, and the difference in slope between low and high wave numbers decreases.
[10] It is clear from Figure 2 that the influence of b overlaps the range of wave numbers influenced by z t and Dz. Thus, it is not possible to derive a simple analytic method to recover all three parameters (z t , Dz, b) from equation (4). Instead we estimate the unknown parameters by fitting theoretical curves to the radial power spectrum of magnetic anomalies. The depth to the bottom of magnetic sources z b is simply deduced from the depth to the top z t and the thickness Dz, z b = z t + Dz.
Application
[11] In order to obtain a map of the depth to the bottom of magnetic sources, radial power spectra of magnetic anomalies were computed within overlapping rectangular windows regularly spaced over the aeromagnetic map (Figure 3a) . For each window, we first computed 2-D Fourier power spectra of the magnetic field F B2D (k x , k y ) for discrete wave numbers, k x and k y ranging from 2p/W to p/Dl, W being the window size and Dl the sampling interval of the aeromagnetic grid. We then estimated the radial power spectrum F B1D (k H ) within each window, as defined in (2), by averaging F B2D (k x , k y ) in rings of width 2p/W concentric about the origin. For each mean value, we also computed a 95% confidence interval a 95 that gives an estimate of the uncertainty in the radial power spectrum:
where s is the standard deviation evaluated in the ring and N is the number of values contained in the ring. Examples of radial power spectra are shown in Figure 3 . Larger a 95 confidence intervals occur at low wave numbers because low wave number rings have fewer values in the average, reflecting the fact that radial power spectra are less constrained at long wavelengths.
[12] Finally, the unknown parameters z t , Dz, and b were evaluated by searching for values that lead to a minimum misfit between the theoretical curve F B1D th (k H ) expressed in (4) and the calculated radial power spectrum F B1D calc (k H ). The misfit R is defined as
where N is the number of points in the calculated radial power spectrum. The value of minimum misfit gives a quantitative measure of the fit between theoretical and calculated radial power spectra. In practice, the fit is performed automatically using the lsqcurvefit tool from MATLAB 1 that solves nonlinear curve-fitting problems in the least squares sense. The algorithm used in this function starts from initial parameter values and quickly converges through several iterations to the best fit solution using the partial derivatives of the theoretical expression in (4) with respect to the unknown parameters.
[13] Figure 3b shows two radial power spectra calculated for the same window over the Nevada and the North American aeromagnetic maps (see Figure 3a for location).
These two spectra are very similar at low wave numbers but diverge at high wave numbers. Divergence occurs at wave numbers higher than $1.4 rad/km in this example, but this threshold varies over the study area. At high wave numbers, both spectra diverge from the theoretical shape predicted by Maus et al. [1997] . This divergence, probably due to noise or aliasing, is observed at lower wave numbers for the North America compilation than for the Nevada compilation. For this reason, we restricted the range of wave numbers, used for depth calculations, to wave numbers lower than 3 rad/km for the Nevada compilation and 2 rad/km for the North America compilation. Note that we did not use smaller values, such as 1.4 rad/km for the North American compilation as tests indicated that smaller values yielded similar depths but noisier results.
Limits and Resolution
[14] In this section, we address the uniqueness and accuracy of estimating the three parameters z t , Dz and b. To this end, we first applied the fitting method to a radial power spectrum calculated according to equation (4). For example, applying the fitting method to a theoretical curve calculated for discrete wave numbers between 0.03 and 2 rad/km and with z t = 0.305 km, Dz = 10 km, and b = 3 leads to a very accurate solution (z t = 0.318 km, Dz = 10.34 km, b = 2.97) and a very small misfit of 0.003. However, if we intentionally set a wrong value to one of the parameters, for example b = 4, the fitting method leads to an erroneous answer for the other parameters (in this case z t = À0.046 km, Dz = 2.94 km) with a larger but still very small misfit of 0.082. Although the fit is better for the correct answer, it might be difficult to distinguish these two cases when dealing with real radial power spectra obtained from aeromagnetic data with inevitable noise.
[15] For this reason, the methodology was also tested on synthetic data sets computed using a model of fractal random magnetization following a method proposed by Pilkington and Todoeschuck [1993] . The synthetic data sets were constructed in the following way. We first filled a cubic grid composed of 305 Â 305 Â 305 cells. Each cell was a 1 km cube and was assigned a random value of magnetization drawn from a Gaussian distribution with a mean value of 0 A/m and a standard deviation of 0.2 A/m. The mean value was set to 0 A/m, but this value is irrelevant because a slab of constant magnetization produces no magnetic field. The volume of fractal random magnetization was obtained by computing the 3-D Fourier transform of this volume, multiplying it by the norm of the wave number at a power Àb/2 and then computing its inverse Fourier transform. We then calculated the magnetic anomaly at an elevation z t above a slab of thickness Dz extracted from this cubic volume. To this end, we summed the anomaly contribution due to each layer of cells within the slab, obtained by computing their 2-D Fourier transform, multiplying them by the Earth filter (as in the expression (11.35) of Blakely [1995] ) and computing their inverse Fourier transform. For simplification, the direction of magnetization and geomagnetic field were assumed to be vertical. Figure 4a displays an example with layer thickness Dz = 10 km and fractal parameter b = 3. Because b > 0, this model of magnetization is not completely random but rather displays long-wavelength patterns reminiscent of crustal magnetiza- Figures 3c and 3d . The bold blue square represents the limits of the window used to compute the radial power spectra presented in Figure 3b . (b) Radial power spectra calculated from Nevada (red) and North America compilations (blue), with a window size of 200 km. The dots and the thin solid colored lines represent the radial power spectrum and the 95% confidence interval a 95 , respectively. The bold black curves are theoretical curves for a model of fractal random magnetization that best fit the calculated power spectrum, assuming a fractal parameter b = 3. Results of these fits, depth to the top z t , and thickness of magnetic layer Dz, are indicated on the top for the Nevada compilation and on the bottom for the North America compilation. These fits were performed using wave numbers ranging from 0 to 3 rad/km for the Nevada compilation and 0 to 1.4 rad/km for the North America compilation. (c) Radial power spectra calculated from the North America compilation for different window sizes, from 100 km (in red) to 340 km (in blue). The table, in the top right corner, shows the results of the fit, performed using wave numbers between 0 and 1.4 rad/km as a function of the size of the window. (d) Expanded portion of Figure 3c represented by the gray square showing the long-wavelength (low wave number) part of the spectra. tion, where large crustal features, such as plutons, contrast with surrounding basement. The map of magnetic anomalies computed at an elevation z t = 0.305 km above the magnetic layer (same elevation as the flight elevation in the aeromagnetic compilations used in this study) displays realistic anomaly amplitudes of about ±300 nT (Figure 4b ).
[16] Figure 4c displays the radial power spectrum computed in a window of (200 km) 2 over this synthetic anomaly map. The theoretical curve corresponding to the actual parameters used to create the synthetic data lies within the 95% confidence interval, as it should. However, other curves obtained for different values of the three parameters are also consistent with the data (for instance Dz = 5 km), showing that the resolution of the method is limited. Indeed, using nonlinear least squares to determine all three parameters simultaneously leads to the following erroneous parameters: z t = 0.203 km, Dz = 5.93 km, b = 3.26 with a misfit of 0.174. However, if we assume that we know the correct value of one of the three parameters, we obtain slightly better estimates of the remaining two parameters. For example, assuming b = 3 leads to z t = 0.320 km and Dz = 7.99 km, with a misfit of 0.177; assuming z t = 0.305 km leads to Dz = 7.46 km and b = 2.86 with a misfit of 0.176; and finally, assuming Dz = 10 km leads to z t = 0.380 and b = 2.86 with a misfit of 0.182. This example shows that, in practice, the solution is not unique and fitting the radial power spectrum by estimating all three unknown parameters simultaneously can lead to erroneous results.
[17] In order to determine the origin of the nonuniqueness, we evaluated the value of the misfit between the radial power spectrum obtained from the synthetic data and a variety of theoretical power spectra obtained for a range of values of the unknown parameters. Figure 5 displays the matrix of the misfits obtained when we vary two of the parameters while holding the third parameter to its correct value. The three plots in Figure 5 display a prominent minimum, showing that in practice the fitting method will give a unique although not necessarily accurate solution. Moreover, the shape of the contour lines around these minima is not circular, indicating that errors on the estimation of one parameter can be compensated by errors on the Figure 4b . The black lines represent the bound of the 95% confidence interval for the radial power spectrum. The blue curves give the theoretical power spectrum predicted for a layer of fractal random magnetization with a depth to the top z t = 0.305 km, a fractal parameter b = 3, and a thickness Dz = 1, 2, 5, 20, 50, or 100 km. The red curve is the theoretical power spectrum predicted for the actual parameters used to create the synthetic anomaly map (z t = 0.305 km, b = 3, Dz = 10 km). The green curve is the theoretical curve that best fits the synthetic radial power spectrum (z t = 0.203 km, b = 3.26, Dz = 5.93 km). Note that although the theoretical power spectrum predicted for the actual parameters (in red) is consistent with the synthetic radial power spectrum (within the 95% confidence interval), fitting all three parameters simultaneously leads to erroneous results. estimation of the other parameters. For instance, the elongated shape of the contour lines in the (b, z t ) space (Figure 5a) indicates that a larger fractal parameter b can be compensated by a smaller depth to the top, z t . This reflects that both parameters have relatively similar effects at high wave numbers, where the radial power spectrum is better constrained. The more complex shape of the contour lines in Figures 5b and 5c indicates first that a smaller thickness Dz can be compensated by a larger fractal parameter b or by a larger depth to the top z t , and second that the value of Dz is much less constrained than the values of b and z t . Indeed, a small misfit (e.g., less than 0.3) is obtained for larger ranges of Dz than for z t or b.
[18] In order to further investigate uncertainties on estimated parameters, we produced 100 unique synthetic anomaly maps, each with a separate realization of random magnetization, and applied the same fitting method to each. Figure 6 (black dots) shows results obtained using a window size of 200 km with all three parameters estimated simultaneously. The estimated values for the parameters are distributed within a broad cloud of points around the correct values. Figures 6a and 6c show that in rare cases, unrealistically high values are obtained for Dz. This may simply reflect the difficulty in distinguishing between the shape of radial power spectra obtained for a thick layer and for a half-space (see Figure 4c ). Figure 6 also shows correlations between errors on the different parameters, confirming the conclusions drawn above from the description of the misfit matrix ( Figure 5 ).
[19] We repeated the experiment for different window sizes and also by setting one of the parameters to its actual value. In order to compare the dispersion of the results around the correct answer, we computed for each type of experiment the median of the relative error, i.e., the median of the absolute errors obtained for the 100 model runs divided by the correct value of the parameters ( Figure 7) . We calculated the median rather than mean because in rare cases the fit led to erroneously high Dz that bias the statistics. Figure 7 shows that the relative error on Dz is much larger than the relative error on z t or on b, which is again consistent with the conclusions drawn above from the description of the misfit matrix ( Figure 5 ). As expected, the error generally decreases when the size of the window increases, reflecting that solutions are better constrained when a larger range of wave numbers is used for the fit. Setting the fractal parameter b or the depth z t to their correct value leads to results distributed within a narrower cloud of points (Figures 6a and 6c) and to a significant decrease in the error on the estimate of the unknown parameters Figure 5 . Matrices of misfit calculated between the synthetic radial power spectrum plotted in Figure 4c and theoretical power spectra calculated for (a) the actual value of the thickness Dz = 10 km used to create the synthetic data and different values of the other unknowns b and z t , (b) the actual value of the fractal parameter b = 3 and different values of Dz and z t , and (c) the actual value of the depth to the top z t = 0.305 km and different values of b and Dz. The white spots indicate the parameters that provide the minimum misfit within the range of parameters represented in Figures 5a -5c. These three plots show a prominent low with non circular contour lines indicating that although the best fit solution is unique, it is not necessarily accurate and that errors on the different parameters can compensate each others. Figure 7a indicates a relative error of 25%. Errors on the estimation of the parameters generally decrease when z t or b are set to their correct value or when the window size W increases. Setting z t or b to their correct value leads to a median of the relative error on Dz of 25% for W = 150 -170 km if Dz = 10 km and for W = 210 -240 km if Dz = 15 km. (Figures 7b and 7c) . On the other hand, setting the correct value for Dz does not modify significantly the shape of the cloud of points (Figure 6b ) and does not decrease the error on the estimate of b and z t (Figure 7a ), reflecting that uncertainties on the estimate of these two parameters are principally due to the nonuniqueness associated with the pair b and z t . Finally, we repeated these experiments for models constructed with different layer thicknesses Dz (10 km, 15 km, 20 km). Figure 7a shows that for the same window size, the error on the estimate of Dz decreases as the true layer thickness decreases. Thus, our results, will be more reliable in places where z b is expected to be shallow, as in regions of high heat flow. Setting the correct values for b or z t and fitting the theoretical curve to the calculated radial power spectrum leads to a median of the relative error on the thickness Dz of 25% for a window size of about 160 km if Dz = 10 km, and of about 225 km if Dz = 15 km. We therefore conclude that the window size should be about 10 -15 times larger than the depth extent of magnetic sources in order to obtain a well-constrained estimate of this parameter.
[20] It is important to keep in mind that the accuracy of the parameter estimation is likely lower for real data than for synthetic data sets because the fundamental assumptions of the methodology are only an approximation of the complexity of crustal magnetization. Note however that such an approximation seems to be appropriate as the theoretical curve expressed in (4) reproduces very well the shape of the radial power spectrum calculated from aeromagnetic anomalies (Figure 3b ).
Comparison With Previous Studies
[21] Early studies have attempted to assess the depth to the bottom of magnetic sources by analyzing the shape of the Fourier radial power spectrum of aeromagnetic anomalies [e.g., Connard et al., 1983; Okubo et al., 1985; Blakely, 1988; Tanaka et al., 1999; Ross et al., 2006] . Those studies assumed that crustal magnetization is a random function of position and characterized by a flat power spectrum (b = 0). The power spectrum of magnetic anomalies, in this case, takes the following form:
leading to a radial power spectrum, as defined in (2), of the following form:
where C 0 and C 00 are constants. This curve, represented in Figure 2c , lies close to the curve predicted by Maus et al. [1997] for a fractal magnetization of b = 1, instead of b = 0, as one might expect. This apparent contradiction is due to the fact that the magnetization model proposed by Maus et al. [1997] relies on slightly different assumptions than those generally assumed by earlier methods. Maus et al. [1997] assumed a random distribution of magnetization in three directions (x, y, z), whereas earlier methods only assumed a random distribution in horizontal directions (x, y) and a constant magnetization in the vertical direction.
[22] The shape of the radial power spectrum as calculated in previous studies ideally displays a peak at low wave numbers. The estimation of the depth to the bottom of magnetic sources is performed by fitting the theoretical curves (9) to the calculated radial power spectrum. In practice, several methods have been used to perform this fit. Connard et al. [1983] used the slope of the power spectrum at high wave numbers to recover the depth to the top of magnetic sources z t and then the position of the peak to recover the depth to the bottom of magnetic sources z b . Okubo et al. [1985] and Tanaka et al. [1999] estimated the depth to the top and the depth to the ''centroid'' of magnetic sources by evaluating the slopes of the high wave number part of the radial power spectrum, and of the low wave number part of the radial power spectrum divided by the wave number, respectively. Finally, Ross et al. [2006] used a visual fit of the theoretical curve to the low wave number part of the radial power spectrum displaying a peak. The main drawback of all these methods is that the peak observed at low wave numbers, whose position is critical in the estimation of the depth to the bottom of magnetic sources, is often not observed or is only constrained by a few points in the radial power spectrum. As a result, the estimate of the depth to the bottom of magnetic sources, when it is even possible (i.e., when a peak is observed), is poorly constrained using these methods. The absence of a peak may simply indicate that the peak lies at wave numbers lower than the minimum resolved wave number and that a larger window size is needed to compute the radial power spectrum. On the other hand, the absence of a peak at low wave numbers may indicate fractal behavior of the magnetization. In order to test this latter explanation, we computed radial power spectra of aeromagnetic anomalies for windows centered on the same position with a range of increasing sizes (Figures 3a, 3c , and 3d). Doing so revealed that a peak is observed for some window sizes, but this peak shifts and eventually disappears with increasing window sizes. We further tried to estimate the depth to the bottom of magnetic sources by fitting the theoretical curve expressed in (9) to the low wave number part of the radial power spectrum, following Ross et al. [2006] but using the automated nonlinear least squares curve-fitting tool from MATLAB 1 . The results were strongly dependent on the window size, and, in some cases, Dz was out of realistic bounds because the shape of the peak did not match the shape predicted by expression (9). The strong dependence on the window size could be explained by spatial variations of the crustal magnetic thickness that are included when the window size is increased. More likely, the dependence indicates that observed peaks in this example are simply artifacts due to the finite size of the computational window. These observations show that expression (9) corresponding to a flat power spectrum of crustal magnetization (or approximated by a fractal parameter b = 1), as assumed by previous studies, is inappropriate in this particular example, although this might not be the case in all regions. On the other hand, our method, based on a fractal magnetization with a parameter b > 1, yields theoretical power spectra expressed in (4) that closely resemble the shape of observed power spectra over a much wider range of wave numbers (Figure 3b ) and gives relatively stable results when the size of the window is increased (Figure 3c ).
[23] Several previous studies have demonstrated fractal behavior of crustal magnetization based on spectral analysis of borehole magnetic susceptibility profiles, maps of magnetic susceptibility measurements, and aeromagnetic data. Table 1 presents a summary of published estimates for the fractal parameter b, as defined in equation (1). Note that indirect estimates of this parameter deduced from the analysis of aeromagnetic anomalies may be biased by assumptions made by the authors on the depth to the top and to the bottom of magnetic sources. Fractal parameters deduced from susceptibility measurements performed on a wide range of lithologies vary from $2.5 to $5.0 but do not seem to be simply related to rock type. Variations of the fractal parameter between these different studies may therefore be attributed to other causes, such as fractures, deformation, alteration, or also range of wavelengths accessible in the studies (in the case where crustal magnetization is multifractal as proposed by Gettings [2005] and ). Fractal parameters derived from aeromagnetic studies (in Table 1 ) also show a large range of values. However, estimates obtained within large computational windows (with dimensions from 50 km to $4000 km), which may be representative of deep crustal magnetic sources, are often close to 4, suggesting that a constant value of 4 is representative of the fractal parameter for the deep crust. Note however that these later studies were performed in only three regions (Canadian shield, Central Asia, and South Africa) characterized by a deep crust probably very different from our study area. Nevertheless, these various studies show that the fractal parameter b may potentially vary across the study area.
Results in the Great Basin
[24] In this section, we discuss results obtained by applying this methodology to the Great Basin and surrounding areas (study area indicated by the red rectangle in Figure 1) . Results are presented as maps of the depth to the top z t and to the bottom z b of magnetic sources, and of the misfit between calculated and theoretical power spectra. The depths z t and z b are relative to topography. Maps are presented with pixilated pictures, showing values obtained in individual windows (spaced 25 km apart), in order to show whether these maps display smooth variations as expected using overlapping windows. Results obtained from windows including deep oceanic areas are likely biased, as magnetization acquired during seafloor spreading is not fully random in all directions, as assumed by the methodology, but instead displays a degree of two dimensionality. We will therefore only discuss results obtained over the continental part of our study area.
[25] As we have shown previously with synthetic data sets, it is not possible to solve accurately for all three unknown parameters. We therefore assumed that the fractal parameter b is constant across the entire study area and solved for the two other parameters. The value of the fractal In order to ease the comparison of estimates obtained by various studies using different terminologies, we converted their estimate into an estimate of the parameter b, defined as the slope of the 3-D power spectrum of the magnetization in equation (1), as specified in the footnotes. Scale values correspond to the range of wavelengths used to estimate the fractal parameter from susceptibility data and to the size of the computational window used to perform the spectral analysis of aeromagnetic anomalies. The fractal parameter b was derived from the parameters used in other studies in the following way:
b From the slope of the 1-D power spectrum of the magnetization b1D, deduced from borehole data by b = b1D + 2 (as demonstrated by Maus and Dimri [1994] ). parameter was chosen so that the misfit between the best fit theoretical curve and the calculated radial power spectrum is low over the entire study area. Figure 8 shows maps and root-mean-squares (RMS) of the misfits obtained over the study area for different values of the fractal parameter b using a window size of 100 km. These maps show that low misfits across the entire study area are obtained for a constant fractal parameter b between 3.0 and 4.0. These values are consistent with values obtained by previous studies in other areas (see Table 1 ), and in particular, with a constant fractal parameter representative of deep crustal magnetic sources of $4, as suggested by previous studies of aeromagnetic anomalies within large computational windows. Although a slightly lower RMS of misfits is obtained for a fractal parameter of 3.5 or 4.0 (Figure 8) , we chose to present the results with b = 3.0, because this value provides depths to the bottom of magnetic sources z b that are closer to values of the depth to the Curie temperature isotherm derived from heat flow data [e.g., Blackwell and Richards, 2004] . For other values of b (<3.0 or > 4.0), maps of misfits display long-wavelength features that are inversely related for low (<3.0) and large (>4.0) values of b, suggesting that the appropriate fractal parameter may potentially vary within the study area, as we will discuss later. Note that a value of b = 1.0 leads to high misfits over most of the study area, except in the Cascade Range and western Nevada Figure 8 . Maps of the misfit between the theoretical curves and the radial power spectra obtained using moving windows of 100 km over the North America compilation and assuming various constant values for the fractal parameter b within the study area located in Figure 1 . For each map, the root-mean-square (RMS) of misfit values is also specified. Low misfits across the entire study area are obtained for a constant fractal parameter b between 3.0 and 4.0.
where Connard et al. [1983] and Blakely [1988] obtained estimates of the depth to the Curie temperature isotherm within the range of depths expected from heat flow. This indicates that the shape of the power spectrum for an uncorrelated magnetization, as assumed in early studies, does not reproduce well the shape of radial power spectra obtained from aeromagnetic data in most of the study area, except in the Cascade Range and western Nevada.
[26] Figure 9 shows maps of the depth to the top z t and to the bottom z b of magnetic sources obtained with a moving window of 100 km and assuming a constant fractal parameter b = 3.0. These two maps display long-wavelength features with dimensions of the order of several hundreds of kilometers (larger than the size of the window or the size of the surveys) indicating that these features probably correspond to real geophysical signals. Although not directly correlated, these two maps show a number of correlated features (shallow z t associated with deep z b ), indicating that uncertainties due to nonuniqueness of the problem might affect our results. In areas where z b is deeper than about 10 km, the map of z b shows significant noise and unrealistically large depths (up to $ 150 km). Based on our test on synthetic data sets, the method requires a window size about 10 times larger than the depth extent of magnetic sources to provide accurate estimates. In these areas, the window size (100 km) is probably too small to distinguish the shape of the power spectrum from those obtained for a half-space and therefore to constrain the depth extent of magnetic sources. Note that since these maps were obtained assuming a constant fractal parameter, some of the spatial variations in z t or z b may be due to spatial variations in b.
[27] Maps of the depth to the top z t and to the bottom z b of magnetic sources obtained using the Nevada or the North America aeromagnetic compilations display similar longwavelength structures (Figure 9) . Absolute values of z b are similar for both compilations, whereas absolute values of z t appear to be shallower for the Nevada compilation than for the North America compilation. This artifact might be due to the divergence observed at short wavelengths between the Nevada and North America compilations (Figure 3b ), although we limited the range of frequency used to perform the fit in order to avoid such discrepancies. Nonetheless, this problem does not seem to affect results for z b which shows that we can confidently use the North America compilation (instead of state compilations) to study spatial variations of the depth to the bottom of magnetic sources.
[28] Last, we investigated the influence of the size of the window W and of the fractal parameter b (assumed constant across the entire study area) on the map of the depth to the bottom z b (Figure 10 ). These maps display similar long- Figure 10 . Maps of the depth to the bottom of magnetic sources z b obtained assuming various constant values for the fractal parameter (b = 2.5, 3.0, 3.5) and using various size of moving windows (W = 100, 200, 300 km) over the North America compilation and within the study area located on Figure 1 . Values of z b are relative to topography. Maps from the right column were obtained with a variable window size that was chosen in the following way. For each grid point in the final map, we increased progressively the size of the window (starting from a window size of 100 km and increasing its size by 50 km increments) until we obtain a depth z b that is smaller than a tenth of the size of the window with a maximum window size of 300 km. All maps display similar long-wavelength features that are independent of the values of W and b. These maps were obtained with the same color scale ranging from 0 km to 30 km as the maximum window size of 300 km does not allow resolving depths deeper than 30 km.
wavelength patterns, for all values of W or b, indicating that these patterns are robust and have geophysical significance. As expected, the observed patterns become smoother as W increases. On the other hand, the absolute value of z b generally decreases as b increases, reflecting the fact that assuming a larger b than the correct value is compensated by negative errors in z b . Finally, in order to obtain the best resolved map of the depth to the bottom of magnetic sources, we computed a map of z b (right column on Figure 10 ) using a variable size of the moving window in the following way. For each grid point in the final map, we progressively increased W until we obtained a depth z b that is smaller than a tenth of the window size (W ! 10 z b ) to ensure wellresolved depths z b with uncertainties of the same order of magnitude for different ranges of depths. As a consequence, areas characterized by shallow z b are mapped with a better spatial resolution than areas characterized by deep z b . In practice, we started with W = 100 km and we increased W by 50 km increments up to a maximum of 300 km. Therefore, only depths shallower than 30 km are well resolved in these maps.
Discussion
[29] Based on the previous analysis, our preferred result assumes b = 3.0 and uses variable window size (the map in the last column and second row of Figure 10 ). In this section, we compare our final map of the depths to the top z t (obtained using a window size of 100 km) and to the bottom z b (obtained using a variable size of window ranging from 100 km to 300 km) to various geologic and geophysical data in order to better understand the origin of their long-wavelength features and, in particular, to determine which of these features are due to spatial variations of the depth to the Curie temperature isotherm. We present here results obtained for the entire western United States (Figure 11 ). Prominent features in z b described in the text are labeled in Figure 11c and Table 2 .
Comparison of Results With Aeromagnetic Data
[30] We first compare our results with the original aeromagnetic compilation used to perform the computations (Figure 12a ). Areas mapped as shallow z b (in red-pink) generally correspond to areas dominated by short-wavelength anomalies, such as in the Cascade Range (feature 1, Figure 11 ), in the western Great Basin (feature 2, Figure 11 , including the Walker Lane Belt; also see Figure 12f ), and in the Snake River Plain (feature 3, Figure 11 ). On the other hand, areas mapped as deep z b generally correspond to areas dominated Figure 11 . Maps of the depth to the (a) top z t and to the (b) bottom z b of magnetic sources for the whole western United States. Values of z t and z b are relative to topography. These maps were obtained assuming a constant value of the fractal parameter b = 3.0 and using a window size of 100 km (map a for z t ) and a variable size of window ranging from 100 km to 300km (map b for z b ). Blue outlines delineate the physiographic provinces modified from Fenneman and Johnson [1946] . The black thick outline delineates the Great Basin. (c) Prominent features (green outlines) of the map of the depth to the bottom of magnetic sources referred in the text and in Table 2 . by long-wavelength anomalies, such as in the Great Plains (feature 11, Figure 11 ), in the Wyoming Basin (feature 12, Figure 11 ), and in southernmost Nevada (feature 13, Figure 11 ). These visual correlations are expected since our methodology is based on the analysis of the spectral content of aeromagnetic anomalies. One may however wonder if the spatial variations in z t and z b are due to true variations in the spectral content of magnetic anomalies or are artifacts due to variations in the survey resolution. Although, we do not observe a direct correlation between flight line spacing ( Figure 12b ) and z t (Figures 11a), 
Comparison of Results With Heat Flow Data
[31] The original purpose of this study was to provide an independent assessment of crustal temperatures, under the assumption that the bottom of magnetic sources z b corresponds to the Curie temperature isotherm. Figure 12c shows temperatures at 5 km depth, estimated from heat flow [Blackwell et al., 2007] , and Table 3 shows approximate values of the depth to the Curie temperature isotherm inferred from heat flow data in selected areas. In Table 3 , approximate values for the depth to the Curie temperature isotherm were obtained from the surface heat flow Q 0 using the expression [e.g., Lachenbruch and Sass, 1977] 
which describes crustal temperature T versus depth z assuming heat transport by conduction and exponential decay of radioactive heat production with depth. We also assumed, following Lachenbruch and Sass [1977] , a constant thermal conductivity K = 2.5 W.m
À1
.K À1 , a constant surface heat production A 0 = 2 mW.m À3 , a constant characteristic depth for heat production D = 10 km, and a Curie temperature of 580°C (Curie temperature of magnetite). Note that these parameters are likely to vary with geologic setting and depth. This calculation provides therefore only a first-order estimate of the depth to the Curie temperature isotherm. A relative comparison of the maps of the depth to the bottom of magnetic sources z b and of the temperature at 5 km (Figure 12c ) reveals several striking correlations in long-wavelength patterns. Shallower z b are generally observed in areas characterized by elevated crustal temperature, such as in the Cascade Range (feature 1, Figure 11 ), along the Snake River Plain (feature 3, Figure 11) , and along the Rio Grande Trough (feature 7, Figure 11 ). Deeper z b are generally observed in areas characterized by lower temperature, such as in the Great Plains (feature 11, Figure 11 ) and the Wyoming Basin (feature 12, Figure 11 ). Several discrepancies also are observed between the two maps. Several long-wavelength features observed in the map of the depth to the bottom of magnetic sources z b (see for instance features 2, 4, 6, 9, 10, 13 and 14, Figure 11 ) are not observed in the crustal temperature map derived from heat flow data (Figure 12c ). Some prominent heat flow features are absent from the map of the depth to the bottom of magnetic sources, such as the very high heat flow over the Yellowstone hot spot (northwest corner of Wyoming, see location on Figure 12f ) and over the Salton Trough (southernmost California), and the low heat flow over the Sierra Nevada and Great Valley. In addition, absolute values of the depth to the bottom of magnetic sources z b obtained for b = 3.0 in areas with shallower z b are generally much smaller than depths to the Curie temperature isotherm estimated from heat flow data (Table 3) .
Possible Origins of Discrepancies
[32] Discrepancies between depths to the Curie temperature isotherm estimated from heat flow and aeromagnetic data are not surprising since heat flow and crustal temperatures are still relatively poorly constrained in several areas in the western United States. Scarcity of heat flow data in the Colorado Plateau and the Great Plains may explain why some features in z b (such as features 6, 9, 10, and 14, Figure 11 are absent from the crustal temperature map (Figure 12c ). Poor constrains on thermal conductivities and heat production also render large uncertainties on crustal temperature estimates derived from heat flow data [e.g., Blackwell et al., 2007] . Some areas may display spatial variations in shallow crustal temperatures that do not reflect variations in the depth to the Curie temperature isotherm because of complex 3-D variations in thermal conductivity, rapid erosion or sedimentation, variations in the radioactive heat production, heat provided by recent volcanism (such as in the Great Basin, Snake River Plain, Cascade Ranges, and Rio Grande Rift), or groundwater circulation. For instance, the Eureka Low heat flow area (Figure 1) [Sass et al., 1971] is not associated with deeper z b but instead very shallow z b (see feature 2 in the western Great Basin), suggesting that this feature does not reflect regional variations in the lower crustal heat flow but instead upper crustal temperature perturbations due to groundwater circulations as proposed by Sass et al. [1971] and Lachenbruch and Sass [1977] . However, approximate values for heat flow in large provinces (see Table 3 ) and several prominent features that are well constrained in the crustal temperature map derived from heat flow data (Figure 12c) are not well reproduced in the map of z b . Such discrepancies may have a different origin, such as the limited spatial resolution inherent in our method or the simplicity of the crustal magnetization model assumed in this study.
[33] Since the minimum window size used in this study is 100 km, our method provides only a smoothed image of variations in z b and in particular does not permit distinguishing features smaller than the window size. This may explain why our map of z b is missing some robust but relatively narrow heat flow features, such as the Yellowstone hot spot or the Salton Trough. Moreover, since large windows are needed to resolve deep magnetic sources, it is difficult to obtain accurate estimates of the depth to the bottom of magnetic sources z b for narrow structures with deep bottoms of magnetic sources, such as the Great Valley. In this case, a small window size, such as 100 km, is insufficient to resolve the bottom of magnetic sources but a larger window includes areas outside the edge of the valley and provides therefore an averaged depth z b not representative of the valley.
[34] In some regions, the bottom of magnetic sources may be a lithologic contact. For instance, our method will not ascertain the depth to the Curie temperature isotherm if the isotherm lies in the mantle, because unaltered mantle rocks in continental region are generally considered nonmagnetic [e.g., Wasilewski and Mayhew, 1992] . In this case, the bottom of magnetic sources will more likely correspond to the base of the crust (Figure 12e and Table 3 ). This should not be a problem in areas of high heat flow, where the Curie temperature isotherm is expected to be shallower than mantle depths (e.g., most of the Great Basin, Snake River Provinces are located in Figure 1 . Heat flow data and depth to Moho are extracted from the literature cited below the table. Approximate values expected for the depth to the Curie temperature isotherm are extrapolated from heat flow data (upper bound for Curie depth estimated from lower bound of heat flow and vice versa) using equation (10) which assumes heat transport by conduction and exponential decay of radioactive heat production with depth, with a constant thermal conductivity of K = 2.5 W.m À1 .K
À1
, a constant surface heat production of A 0 = 2 mW.m
À3
, a constant characteristic depth for heat production of D = 10 km, and a Curie temperature of 580°C (Curie temperature of the magnetite). Note that these depth estimates are overestimated for the cases where the Curie temperature isotherm is below the Moho because expression (10) with the specified thermal parameters is only valid for crustal temperatures. Approximate values expected for the basal depth of magnetic sources are inferred from the smallest value obtained for the depths to the Curie temperature isotherm and to the Moho. Plain and Cascade Range; see Table 3 ). It might be an issue in areas characterized by low heat flow, where the Curie temperature is expected to be deeper than mantle depths (e.g., in the Great Valley; see Table 3 ). Moreover, our methodology assumes a model of crustal magnetization composed of a single layer of fractal random magnetization. The Earth's magnetic crust is of course much more complex. For instance, strongly magnetic igneous rocks may intrude and overlie a less magnetic metamorphic basement and very weakly magnetic basin sediments. The Fourier transform of the magnetic anomalies over such complex crust is the sum of the contribution of all these units. However, in some cases, the magnetic signal due to one of the units may be so strong as to mask the magnetic signal due to other units. This might be the case for areas covered by young volcanic rocks. In this case, our methodology might give a z b that corresponds to the base of the dominant unit, i.e., the volcanic rocks. The very shallow z b (on the order of a few km) observed over some volcanic areas (see features 1, 2, 3, 7, Figure 11 ) could therefore be explained by the dominance of the magnetic signal associated with volcanic rocks. Our method would then provide an estimate of the thickness of superficial volcanic rocks instead of the depth to the Curie temperature isotherm. Note however that the Columbia River basalts are associated with deeper z b (see feature 8, Figure 11 ) than other volcanic provinces such as the Cascade Ranges (feature 1, Figure 11 ), the western Great Basin (feature 2, Figure 11) , and the Snake River Plain (feature 3, Figure 11 ).
[35] Although several studies of susceptibility and aeromagnetic data sets suggest that crustal magnetization may be characterized by a constant fractal parameter b close to 4 (see Table 1 ), it is possible that different geologic terranes are characterized by different fractal parameters. Therefore, since the map of z b has been obtained assuming b constant over the entire western United States, there is some ambiguity when interpreting its long-wavelength features. Spatial variations in z b may be attributed to either actual variations in the depth extent of magnetic sources or to variations of the geology affecting b. In particular, shallow z b are generally observed over regions covered by volcanic rocks, which typically have short-wavelength variations in magnetic properties and may therefore be characterized by low values of b (see features 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, and 8, Figure 11 , and Figure 12d ). Deep z b are generally observed over regions lacking volcanic rocks (see features 11, 12, and 13, Figure 11 ). Note, however, that a correlation of z b with the distribution of volcanic rocks is not in contradiction with a correlation with the heat flow since young volcanic areas are usually characterized by high heat flow (associated to tectonic extension or residual heat from magmatic intrusions). Also, several features with shallow z b are not associated with a significant amount of volcanic rocks (see features 6 and 9, Figure 11 ). In the case where the fractal parameter can be assumed constant over the entire western United States or simply over large geologic provinces, our poor knowledge of the appropriate value for b is still a source of uncertainty on the absolute value of z b . Indeed, we see in Figure 10 that z b is significantly increased if we assign a smaller value to b. An inappropriate value for b may therefore explain why our map of the depth to the bottom of magnetic sources shows areas with z b much smaller than depths to the Curie temperature isotherm inferred from heat flow data (see Table 3 ). Figure 13 shows the median of the depths z b obtained in different physiographic provinces assuming different values of the fractal parameter b and using a constant window size of 100 km. We searched the values of b that provide averaged values of z b in various provinces that are in the range of depths deduced from heat flow and mantle depth in Table 3 . Such values of z b were obtained with b % 2.0 in the Cascade Ranges, b % 2.5 in the Great Basin and the East Snake River Plain, b % 3.0 in the Colorado Plateau, and b % 3.25 in the Great Valley. Note that these values are all inferior to 3.5 justifying our constant value of 3.0, rather than 3.5 or 4.0, to be better representative of the western United States crustal magnetization, assuming that the bottom of magnetic sources corresponds to the Curie temperature isotherm. Also, this suggests that lower values of b are more appropriate over volcanic regions, whereas larger values of b are more appropriate over tectonically stable regions. This is also supported by Figure 8 showing relatively low misfits over regions covered by volcanic rocks such as in the Cascade Ranges, Nevada and the Snake River Plain for low values of b (<2.0).
[36] The very shallow depths to the bottom of magnetic sources in high heat flow areas (see in particular features 1, 2 and 3, Figure 11 ) also could indicate that the characteristic Curie temperature for our study area is lower than the Curie Table 3 ). See location of the physiographic provinces in Figure 1 . temperature of magnetite, $580°C, usually assumed to be representative of crustal magnetization. Studies of xenoliths, high-grade metamorphic terrains, and obducted lower crust suggest that the principal source of magnetization in the middle and lower crust is low-titanium titanomagnetite, with Curie temperatures of $400 -580°C (corresponding to $420-600°C at 35 km depth) [e.g., Frost and Shive, 1986; Shive et al., 1992; Wasilewski and Mayhew, 1992] . Furthermore, it is possible that the titanium content of magnetic minerals decreased in these exposed lower crustal rocks as they rose to the surface and cooled [e.g., Shive et al., 1992] . The Curie temperature at depth could therefore be even lower if high-titanium titanomagnetite is abundant [e.g., Dunlop and Ö zdemir, 1997] . Other magnetic minerals with significantly lower Curie temperature may also be important components of the crustal magnetization. Titaniumrich hemoilmenites have strong magnetization but low Curie temperature <220°C [e.g., Hunt et al., 1995] and may therefore significantly contribute to upper crustal magnetization. On the other hand, recent studies have proposed that exsolutions of hematite and ilmenite, with Curie temperature of $580 -680°C may significantly contribute to lower crustal magnetization [e.g., Kletetschka et al., 2002; McEnroe et al., 2004] . The bottom of magnetic sources could also correspond to a transition in the magnetic mineralogy. For instance, transformation of maghemite into weakly magnetic hematite occurs at temperature between $250-750°C [e.g., Dunlop and Ö zdemir, 1997] . The lower crust might also display lateral variations in magnetic mineralogy or titanium content, causing different temperatures for the base of magnetic sources in different geological settings. For instance, Curie temperatures reported by Wasilewski and Mayhew [1992] in lower crustal xenoliths are $575°C for the Colorado Plateau, 450 -550°C for California, and <200°C-570°C for the Rio Grande Rift. The very shallow basal depth of magnetic sources obtained in several areas could therefore possibly be explained by a lower Curie temperature in these areas.
[37] Finally, our depth estimations may be biased by other complexities in the crustal magnetization not taken into account by our method. The crust is composed of multiple layers that may be characterized by different magnetic properties (different fractal parameters) yielding a radial power spectrum possibly more complicated than predicted by equation (4). The fractal parameter might vary with the wavelength [e.g., Gettings, 2005; Pecknold et al., 2001] or depend on the direction (i.e., vertical versus horizontal) [e.g., Lovejoy et al., 2001] . The model parameters z t , Dz, and b might vary within the computational window. The crustal magnetization might display very large features whose widths are on the order of or larger than the size of the window, indicating that magnetization cannot be considered random at the scale of the window size. Our method also assumes that the magnetization is parallel or antiparallel to the magnetic field. This method is therefore valid only in areas where induced magnetization dominates over remanent magnetization, where remanent magnetization is carried by young rocks that have not been affected by deformation after their formation, or where the primary remanent magnetization is masked by a dominant present-field overprint. For instance, Miocene basalts of the Columbia River Plateau have undergone folding and rotations [e.g., Reidel et al., 1989] and may violate this assumption. Note however that the assumption is justified for the lower continental crust since several studies suggested that the principal source of magnetization is induced magnetization carried by multidomain low-titanium titanomagnetites [e.g., Shive et al., 1992] . Some artifacts may also arise because of the character of aeromagnetic data. First, the data do not consist of a single data set but of a compilation of different surveys with different specifications. Second, aeromagnetic data, especially from older surveys pre-1980, are often not truly measured on a horizontal plane. Instead, surveys were acquired at various elevations and downward or upward continued to a draped surface at a constant elevation above the ground. Despite these various caveats, theoretical curves predicted by a single layer of fractal random magnetization reproduces quite well the power spectra obtained from aeromagnetic data (Figure 3b ) indicating that this relatively simple model is appropriate to characterize crustal magnetization.
Origins and Implications of Individual Features in z b
[38] Our method is able to delineate robust long-wavelength features associated with spatial variations in the thermal and geologic structure of the crust. However, determining the exact origin of these features requires a careful inspection of the data quality and a comparison with independent geologic and geophysical data. In addition, this method provides information on the relative variations of the depth to the Curie temperature isotherm rather than on their absolute values. We now discuss the origin of a few individual prominent features in the map of z b that are not observed in the map of heat flow and that may provide new insight into the thermal and geologic structure of the western United States (see also Table 2 ).
[39] The prominent feature over the western Great Basin (feature 2, Figure 11 ) characterized by very shallow z b is not observed in the crustal temperature map derived from heat flow data (Figure 12c ). Heat flow is not well constrained in this region, however, because of groundwater circulations, as evidenced in the Eureka Low heat flow area [Sass et al., 1971 ] (see Figure 1) . High heat flow is expected in the Great Basin because of its young magmatic and tectonic history associated with Basin and Range extension ($17-0 Ma). The shallow z b feature here also suggests a strong asymmetry in the Great Basin with a much higher heat flow beneath its western part. Higher heat flow over the western Great Basin is supported by the alternative heat flow map of the United States [Sass et al., 1981] derived from the empirical relationship between groundwater silica concentration and heat flow [e.g., Swanberg and Morgan, 1978] . This is also consistent with the larger seismicity and contemporary extension observed over this region [e.g., Bennett et al., 2003; Hammond and Thatcher, 2004] , and in particular within the Central Nevada Seismic Zone and Walker Lane Belt (Figure 12f ), a deformation zone accommodating stresses due to Pacific-North American Plate interactions [e.g., Stewart, 1988] . If the western Great Basin is indeed a zone of elevated heat flow, the high heat flow could be a consequence of the recent tectonic and magmatic activity in this area or alternatively facilitate deformations by weakening the crust. Our interpretation is also confirmed by several seismic tomography studies suggesting elevated uppermost mantle temperature beneath the western Great Basin [e.g., Goes and van der Lee, 2002; Yang et al., 2008] . In addition, this region of shallow z b lies beneath the presumed location of the ancestral Cascade arc active about 21 Ma ago [Christiansen and Yeats, 1992] (Figure 12f ) and the North Nevada Rift, a series of mafic dikes associated with the inception of the Yellowstone hot spot about 17 Ma ago [e.g., Glen and Ponce, 2002] (Figure 12f ). These magmatic events are likely too old to have an effect on the current distribution of heat flow. However, the shallow bottom of magnetic sources also could be an artifact of the effects on the fractal parameter b of igneous rocks associated with the ancient Cascade arc or with the Northern Nevada Rift or of the tectonic fabric associated to deformation in the Walker Lane Belt.
[40] The shallow z b over the center of the Colorado Plateau (feature 6, Figure 11 ) is not observed in the crustal temperature map derived from heat flow data (Figure 12c ), which instead shows low temperature values. Distribution of heat flow over the Colorado Plateau is not well constrained, however, because of the scarcity of data. Although tectonically stable since Precambrian times [e.g., Morgan and Swanberg, 1985] , the Colorado Plateau has been affected by several Cenozoic magmatic events. This shallow z b feature lies, in particular, beneath the Navajo ($20-30 Ma) [e.g., Riter and Smith, 1996] and Hopi Buttes ($2-5 Ma) [e.g., Naeser, 1971] [Karlstrom and Humphreys, 1998] . A recent seismic experiment [Gao et al., 2004] indicates relatively low seismic velocities beneath the Navajo volcanic field and suggests that this area is also characterized by elevated uppermost mantle temperatures possibly due to mantle upwelling associated with the remnant Farallon slab. This interpretation is consistent with the existence of higher heat flow beneath this area.
[41] Features 9 and 10 ( Figure 11 ) within the Great Plains characterized by shallower z b are not observed in the crustal temperatures map (Figure 12c ) that shows low to medium values. The Great Plains, which form the western edge of the stable North American craton, are principally covered by sedimentary rocks and have not undergone significant deformation since Precambrian time. These two features coincide approximately with the location of Tertiary plutons and volcanic rocks [e.g., Stewart and Carlson, 1978] and might be due to effects on the fractal parameter b associated with buried igneous rocks or of tectonic structures within the underlying Proterozoic basement [e.g., Sims et al., 2008] .
Conclusions and Perspectives
[42] We have improved the method initially developed by Maus et al. [1997] for estimating the depth to the bottom of magnetic sources from aeromagnetic data and applied it to aeromagnetic compilations from the western United States. Like earlier methods, this method is based on the spectral analysis of aeromagnetic anomalies. This methodology improves on early studies, however, by incorporating more realistic models of crustal magnetization. Whereas early methods assumed layers with random magnetization and flat power spectra [e.g., Connard et al., 1983; Blakely, 1988; Tanaka et al., 1999; Ross et al., 2006] , this method assumes a fractal distribution of magnetization, as proposed by Maus et al. [1997] .
[43] Shapes of radial power spectra predicted by a model of fractal random magnetization are compatible with radial power spectra obtained from aeromagnetic data in the western United States. Early methods relied on ascertaining the precise wave number of the dominant peak of the spectrum at low wave numbers, often difficult to determine in practice. The method described here does not assume a priori the existence of such a peak but rather uses a broader part of the spectrum. Potentially, this method can be used to estimate three independent parameters of the model: the fractal parameter b of the magnetization and the depth to the top z t and bottom z b of the source layer. In practice, it is necessary to specify at least one of the three parameters in order to obtain accurate estimates of the other two unknown parameters. We also observed that the accuracy of the estimation of z b increases when the size of the window W, used for the calculation of the power spectrum, increases. In particular, for a fractal parameter b = 3, we may expect a relative error smaller than 25% when W ! 15 z b .
[44] The application of this method to the western United States, assuming constant b, allowed us to detect robust long-wavelength variations in the depth to the bottom of magnetic sources z b . These variations were obtained independent of other parameters, such as b and W. They were also observed using two different aeromagnetic compilations, Nevada and North America. Although the absolute values estimated for z b are generally too shallow compared to the expected depths to the Curie temperature isotherm, several patterns in z b correlate with robust heat flow features, suggesting that z b reflects broad relative variations in heat flow. We also observe correlations of the map of z b with the distribution of volcanic rocks. Long-wavelength variations in z b may have different origins: variations of the depth to the bottom of magnetic sources z b (corresponding to the Curie temperature isotherm, in high heat flow areas, to the base of the crust, in low heat flow areas or to the base of highly magnetized young volcanic rocks in volcanic provinces) or artifacts due to variations of the fractal parameter b (reflecting, instead, variations in the geology). A careful inspection of independent geophysical and geologic data is necessary to determine the exact origin of these features. Because this method requires computing the power spectrum of magnetic anomalies over a large window, it provides only a smoothed image of the variations of the depth to the bottom of magnetic sources that is not expected to be directly correlated to superficial variations of heat flow but instead brings complementary information on deep crustal structures.
[45] The application of this method to aeromagnetic data in the western United States raises three major future directions of improvement. First, our results might be biased in some cases by the quality of the data in the aeromagnetic compilation. Results could be improved using a compilation that better represents long-wavelength anomalies over $100 km and composed of surveys acquired with homogenous specifications (flight line spacing and elevation). Such improvements in the aeromagnetic compilation could be obtained by including new global data such as low-altitude satellite or high-altitude aeromagnetic surveys covering
